The research had determined the type of infiltrating ductal carcinoma histopathology (IDC) and infiltrating lobuler carcinoma (ILC) using specific cropping pattern with physical parameters. Physical parameters have a great potential to differ types of histopathological IDC and ILC.,Usually, the scientists have developed a method of fine needle biobsi to determine the types of histopathological IDC and ILC. In previous studies we have been able to determine the type of histopathology IDC and ILC with a sensitivity of 86.36%. In this research, we have succeeded in increasing the sensitivity of the determination of the type of histopathology using IDC and ILC particular cropping pattern with physical parameter of 97.5%. The special cropping pattern with physical parameters method are used in this research.
Introduction
The Histopathology of infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC) and infiltrating lobuler carcinoma (ILC) is a malignant tumor cause of death in women. According to the National Cancer Fund American Institute estimated that every three minutes, a woman diagnosed with Breast cancer, and every 13 minutes people died of Breast Cancer [8] . Many methods have been carried out for the early detection of breast cancer, there are, Edge detection algorithm [5] , System Hybrid [7] , Foveal [9] , Wavelet [11] , Gabor [12] , Ortogonal polynomials, [10] , Texture coding [6] , but determining the type of IDC and ILC had not done. For that reason it must been to create a mathematical equation models with physical parameters to facilitate determining the type of histopathology IDC and ILC. The advantages of special patterns cropping method with physical parameters is only suspected masses are ana lyzed so that it can minimize errors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Acquisition Data
The research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine Udayana University / General Hospital Center Sanglah number: 894 / UN.14.2 / R & D / 2014. This research was funded by the University of Udayana, Bali SBRC using 2014 tax revenues fund research contract letter number 238-9 / UN14.2 / PNL.o1.03.00 / 2014. Mammography image data base were collected from hospital radiology computer denpasar international primamedika. of the images of mammography equipment with ICR type 3600M. Pictures are stored in bmp format and sampled with matrix size 2 cm x 2 cm.
B. Radiation Intensity with Breast Tumor
The larger the tumor the greater the density the intensity of the radiation is absorbed and the less that is forwarded, this resulted in pixel intensity values for histopathological types of IDC and ILC different. So the physical parameters between IDC and IDC histopathological types are also different. The relationship between the intensity of the radiation beam x-ray that comes with the passed are as follows [1, 2, 3] I t =I 0 e -μL ( 
1)
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With I, I0, μ, and L is the intensity of each of the transmitted radiation, the radiation intensity at first, the linear absorption coefficient of materials, and material thickness.
C. The Physical Parameters in The Histopathological Type Of IDC and IDC Each Type Of Histopathology IDC and ILC Have Different Physical Parameters
As lack of uniformity (entropy), sharpness strukture variations (contrast), structural uniformity (angular second moment), the local homogeneity (inverse difference moment), linear dependence (correlation), authenticity properties (mean), density (deviation), lack of uniformity of the distribution of probability of occurrence gray-level pair at a certain distance (entropy of hdiff), structural uniformity of the distribution of probability of occurrence gray-level pair at a certain distance (angular second moment of hdiff) and the nature of the authenticity of the pair probability distribution of gray-level events at a certain distance (mean hdiff) as follows:
for yr ≠ yq
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With yq, yr, d are the first pixel gray-level values, the second pixel gray-level values and the distance between the first pixel to the second pixel respectively. H (yq, yr, d) is second-order histogram that describes the distribution of the event probability for a gray-level pair [1, 2, 3, 4 ] .
D. Logistic mapping function
Review the following probability function: ) and where the dependent variable that is bound to free variables , and linearly independent with Xj that is Where Y, is output category, eg: y=0, normal category, y = 1, The category is rather normal, and so on, y=k, particular category. This form is multinomial, or multiple linear rate. 
Review the logistic function (logit) the following: [1, 2, 3 ]
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And as a multinomial logistic regression of statistical model. eg for , it will be found in all categories , to , 
(23)
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There are illustrated as bellows: 
Conclusion
The experiments for determining the type of breast cancer histopathology using the physical parameters of 80 mammograms for new patients are done. There are 2 errors and 78 in accuracy, so the 97.5% sensitivity are obtained for 2 x 2 cm area and α = 1%. So the determination of the breast cancer histopathology types using physical parameters could be increase performance of the breast cancer histopathological diagnosis. The distance between pixels are affected on the classifying breast cancer histopathology there are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and specifically for 10 distance affected on the moment differential inverse.
